
Slalom facilitated a design sprint to 
define the scope and accelerate the 
design of an MVP mobile app.  
Hands-on activities helped the team 
understand needs, map tasks, visualize 
and prioritize design ideas, and validate 
core app features with end users.



Agenda



DAY 1

• Introduction 
• Explain the pitch
• Review research and past work
• Set a long-term goal
• Establish sprint questions
• Make an experience map
• Lunch
• Finish the experience map and map 

known pain points
• Interviews with stakeholders
• Interviews with users/clients
• Post-interview affinity analysis
• Choose targets

DAY 2

• Gear up
• Lightning demos 
• Decide whether to divide or swarm
• Job stories
• Sketch: Rough ideas
• Sketch: Crazy 8s
• Lunch
• Sharing Crazy 8s
• Repeat Crazy 8s
• Sketch: Solution sketching

DAY 3

• Critique each solution: Art museum 
and heat map

• Straw poll
• Lunch
• Storyboard the final solution (create 

site map)
• Write a list of “the big” things to test
• Collect branding assets for prototype
• Daily retrospective

DAY 4

• Create interview script
• Develop interactive prototype in Sketch 

and InVision

DAY 5 

• Conduct interviews with 5-10 end 
users representing target personas



Mapping goals



Anti-goals
• Enhancements should not:

o Disrupt current security requirements
o Require repeated logins 
o Eliminate transparency 
o Repeat questions or allow for changed answers 

Goals
• Improved recruitment (95%+ SLAs met)
• Reduce volume of calls to the call center
• Increase number of appointments made per call center agent
• Grow the database with new potential participants
• Increase self-service for applicants
• Win more work by improving timeline commitments 
• Create an innovative environment
• Improve user experience 
• Identify additional recruiting criteria
• Allow for online chat functionality



Long-term goal of design sprint

Create a digital solution for new and existing 

participants to improve their recruitment experience, 

in an effort to brand our company as a desirable, 

innovative, company. 

Business challenge

Design an app that supports recruitment and 

scheduling to help identify more potential 

participants, enhance the efficiency of call center 

representatives, and improve participants’ 

experience when engaging with our company. 



The experience map
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Identifying areas of pain

After creating the experience map, we spent time validating the participant journey with a representative from call center leadership, and 

added pain points identified by participants in pre-sprint survey results. Together with IT, we identified and added pain points from the 

business’s perspective. Finally, we met with five frequent end users to discuss their present experience and validate their greatest sources of 

pain in the journey. Experience map pain points were then updated, and as a team we selected key areas to address in a mobile MVP 

(minimum viable product). 



User stories



Once the experience map was complete, 

validated, and mapped to pain points, 

the team began to define key tasks –

articulated as user stories – to explain 

wants and needs of the participants we 

interviewed. These stories were created 

to drive the solution, so that all sketches 

were entirely based on user needs. 



Solution sketches



The team individually sketched solutions for all user stories generated. Design sprint participants then used dot voting to 
indicate which feature ideas were most popular and valuable for prototyping the following day.



Draft of sitemap

Prior to creating the prototype, the 
team generated a draft site map to 
inform which screens would be 
required in an MVP version of the 
app. 



Prototype testing



Usability testing script

While the team was developing the final MVP sitemap and 
solution sketches, we created a list of “big things to test” with 
potential app users. This was then converted into a formal 9-
page interview script to guide the types of questions asked 
during prototype testing sessions. 

Client



Findings
• Users responded well to seeing upcoming events; they liked seeing 

compensation first and being able to sort; didn’t understand “Sponsored”; 
some looked for filtering options.

• Maintaining the ability to search is critical – button is ok, surfacing search 
fields is nicer but home screen should maintain simplicity.

• No need to see your photo + stats every time you load app.
• Pervasive bottom nav preferred, but labels might be needed.
• Visual design was acceptable, though some disliked vial graphic indicating 

trials, and many people requested a slightly darker font for body text.
• Basic trial info seems prominent in v1, but dates were confusing to some 

(start date vs. date trial was announced?).
• Need to add a clear prompt to set your preferences in order see only 

upcoming trials that match those preferences.
• Ability to save or favorite was preferred, but people also wanted a way to 

check on trials they have applied for, or see a calendar of dates for trials 
they’ve been accepted for.

Recommendations
Combine aspects of both versions to create a new home screen, including a 
search button (or initial search fields) and a list of upcoming trials, but either 
remove “Sponsored” trials, rename to “Promoted”, or use an icon to indicate 
that compensation has recently increased. Further investigate preferred visual 
design options, and whether an image is necessary to accompany each 
upcoming trial in the list.

Add labels beneath bottom navigational icons. Replace the star and calendar 
icons with one icon, to display a new section with your upcoming trials, a history 
of trials you have applied for, and a calendar to easily view key dates on any trial 
you’ve applied for or are attending.

Consider filtering upcoming events based on preferences the user has set.

Home (v1) – with hamburger nav Home (v2) – with pervasive 
bottom nav

Client	Logo Client	Logo



Go-forward 
recommendations



UX recommendations: MVP vs. roadmap features 
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Summary recommendations
After conducting prototype testing with ten participants (five frequent, five infrequent), we validated the need for the app. To move 
forward with the MVP build, we recommend that a user-centric design process Is employed, wherein key features are finalized and 
wireframed. A simultaneous technical assessment and architecture phase should follow to determine technical specifications and 
strategy. App development should be conducted using Agile methodology (sprint-based, iterative cycles) to reduce risk and overhead. 

MVP finalization phase

Build phase

MVP finalization activities:

• Updates to screens in prototype based on testing feedback
• Design new ‘My trials’ screen, including functionality
• Explore technical feasibility and ROI for user calendar view
• Technical architecture and analysis
• Establish visual styleguide for the app
• Development of final user stories and functional prototype



THANK YOU!


